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Abstract
There is fast-growing literature on provenance-related research, covering aspects such as its theoretical framework, use cases,
and techniques for capturing, visualizing, and analyzing provenance data. As a result, there is an increasing need to identify
and taxonomize the existing scholarship. Such an organization of the research landscape will provide a complete picture of
the current state of inquiry and identify knowledge gaps or possible avenues for further investigation. In this STAR, we aim to
produce a comprehensive survey of work in the data visualization and visual analytics field that focus on the analysis of user
interaction and provenance data. We structure our survey around three primary questions: (1) WHY analyze provenance data,
(2) WHAT provenance data to encode and how to encode it, and (3) HOW to analyze provenance data. A concluding discussion
provides evidence-based guidelines and highlights concrete opportunities for future development in this emerging area. The
survey and papers discussed can be explored online interactively at https://provenance-survey.caleydo.org.

1. Introduction
The definition of provenance is “The place of origin or earliest
known history of something” [oxf89]. The term is often used in
the context of “the history of ownership of a valued object or work
of art or literature” [mer19]. The notion of provenance has been
adopted and extended in the field of Computer Science and applied
to concepts such as data, computation, user interaction, and reasoning. In this context, provenance is no longer limited to origin or
history, but also includes the process and other contextual information. Provenance is a growing topic in the visualization and visual
analytics subfields, and includes the development of systems to visualize provenance data, analyzing such data to understand user behavior, and personalizing systems in response to user interactions.
One of the key goals of visualization and visual analytics is to
support data analysis and sensemaking – “how we structure the unknown so as to be able to act in it” [Anc12]. In the context of data
analysis, sensemaking involves understanding the data, generating
hypotheses, selecting analysis methods, creating novel solutions,
and critical thinking and learning wherever needed. Due to its exploratory and creative nature, the research and development of visualization approaches and techniques to support sensemaking lags
behind the quickly-growing user needs. As a result, sensemaking is
often performed manually, and the limitations of human cognition
can become a bottleneck [ZS10].
Provenance supports a variety of sensemaking tasks, such as recall of the analysis process by visualizing the provenance information, including the sequence of the investigations performed with
contextual information (such as parameters and motivation). Provenance consists of the results of each analysis stage (including the
final results) as well as the process that leads from data to conclusion. Such information can also be used to communicate analysis
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outcomes. Examples include providing an overview of what has
been examined, revealing gaps such as unexplored data or solution
possibilities, and supporting collaborative sensemaking and communication by sharing the rich context of the analysis process.
The literature on provenance analysis research is growing
rapidly, covering aspects such as its conceptual framework, use
cases and user requirements, and techniques that are designed to
capture, visualize, and analyze provenance data. As a result, there
is an increasing need to better organize the provenance-related research landscape, categorizing and connecting current work, and
identifying knowledge gaps. In this state-of-the-art report, we structure our survey of provenance-related research around three primary questions: WHY analyze provenance data, WHAT provenance
data to encode and ways to encode it, and HOW to analyze provenance data. Those three aspects can be embedded along the overall
process of analytical provenance outlined in Figure 1.
Through our survey, we identified a broad variety of purposes
that underlie the analysis of provenance data, ranging from usercentric goals such as storytelling and modeling to system-centric
goals like creating adaptive systems and evaluating algorithms. To
perform such analysis, we note four overarching methods for encoding provenance data: sequences, grammars, models, and graphs.
Given such data, researchers then analyze user provenance through
a variety of classification and probabilistic models, pattern analysis, and program synthesis. We note that fuzzy boundaries exist in
our categorization schema, as these methods of provenance analysis often overlap and blur.
Following our survey of provenance-related research, we discuss
opportunities for future research in provenance analysis, including
both fundamental problems and long-standing challenges. These
include active areas of research such as inferring high-level prove-
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Figure 1: A summary of the flow and structure of provenance-related research activities. We organize the survey around three primary
questions: WHY analyze provenance data, WHAT provenance data to encode and how to encode it, and HOW to analyze provenance data.

nance from low-level data, identifying groups within interaction
sequences, and the use of provenance data to create truly adaptive
systems. We discuss the need within the community for provenance
standards, cross-tool integration, and reproducibility.

2. Related Work
In Computer Science, provenance has been studied in many fields,
often under different names. The Human-Computer Interaction
community relies on the analysis of protocols to understand user
behaviors and intentions [Dix04, PRS15]. Such protocols include
audio/video recording, computer logging, and user notebooks.
Their analysis goals are similar to those of provenance. The
Database, Semantic Web, and e-Science communities have been
studying provenance for almost two decades [BT19]. Data lineage [BF05] and data provenance [SPG05] are used interchangeably in the discussion of provenance-related work [HDBL17] targeting issues such as process debugging, data quality, and accountability. This is closely related to work in the reproducible science
community that aims to make complex scientific experiments reusable [FKSS08, OOB18] and repeatable [CF17, IT18].
There is active ongoing research within the visualization community from both the scientific visualization [SFC07] and information visualization/visual analytics perspectives [NCE∗ 11,
XAJK∗ 15, RESC16]. Many of the existing works focus on capturing [NXW∗ 16] and visualizing [WSD∗ 13,SLSG16,LAN19] provenance. There are few surveys or overviews on visualization-related
provenance work. Xu et al. [XAJK∗ 15] discussed the common
techniques and open questions during the process of provenance
analysis, namely modeling, capture, visualization, and its application in collaboration and trust. The work by Ragan et al. [RESC16]
categorizes existing work based on the types of provenance information (data, visualization, interaction, insight, and rationale) and
the purposes of the provenance (recall, replication, action recovery,
collaborative communication, presentation, and meta-analysis). At
a recent Dagstuhl workshop [FJKTX19], leading researchers from
the various provenance-related disciplines discussed the open challenges and outlined directions for possible solutions.

3. Definition and Scope
In this survey we focus on the analysis of user interactions and
provenance data, whose main purpose is similar to the “metaanalysis” as defined by Ragan et al. [RESC16]. However, instead
of a comprehensive review on all aspects of analytic provenance
and the visualization of user histories, this survey focuses on the
analysis of interaction and provenance in the field of visualization.
As such, we only include existing work that incorporates metaanalysis based on user-generated (interaction) provenance data with
the high-level goal of improving, enhancing, or understanding a visual analysis system, visualization process, or visual artifact.
To be included in this survey, we require the provenance data
to constitute a cohort of recorded information from multiple users,
a series of information from the same user, or both. As a result,
a paper is not included if it only involves the analysis of a single
piece of information provided by a user during an interactive visual
analysis session. The same is true for non-trivial machine learning
approaches, such as active learning methods. Here, the criteria is
not the level of sophistication of the machine learning approach,
but the amount and complexity of user input required. For example, it is not included if a sophisticated active learning technique
only requires simple yes/no decisions from a user and requires no
meta-analysis of the interaction data. We exclude user studies that
collect user-generated data and work on collaborative sensemaking, if there is no additional analysis of the provenance information
performed beyond recording and sharing.
4. Survey Methodology
Before diving into the review of provenance analytics, we describe
our methodology for collecting the research papers that are included in this survey. For our literature review, we followed a threestage systematic process as applied by Beck et al. [BBDW14]. We
used tagging as a main instrument, starting with a list of freely assigned reasonable tags that are then iteratively merged, extended,
and grouped to categories while working through the literature. As
a result, we developed a typology for areas of application (WHY),
encoding techniques (WHAT), and analysis methodologies (HOW)
of provenance data. Even though we are aware that, for instance, the
database provenance community already makes use of a three W
terminology, namely WHY, WHAT, and WHERE, their application
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: Number of candidate papers for the four journals and
five conferences/symposium we screened from 2009-2019.

is not the same [CCT07]. Thus, we particularly want to highlight
that our state-of-the-art review puts emphasis on the meta-analyses
of provenance data.
4.1. Corpus
To form the corpus of papers we discuss in this survey, we started
by collecting work that we were aware of from our previous research and that were discussed in provenance-related survey papers
as well as the report from the recent Dagstuhl workshop on ’Provenance and Logging for Sense Making’ [FJKTX19] (https://ww
w.dagstuhl.de/18462). We continued with a systematic approach by manually scanning all issues from four journals and all
proceedings from five conferences/symposia over the last eleven
years (2009-2019):
• Journals
– IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications (CG&A)
– ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems (TiiS)
– ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology
(TIST)
– IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics
(TVCG)
• Conferences and Symposium
– ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(CHI)
– EuroVis
– ACM Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI)
– IEEE Visualization Conference (VIS)
– ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology (UIST)

Figure 2 shows the number of publications per year from these
journals and conferences that we included in this survey. The two
main visualization conferences, VIS and EuroVis, have the largest
number of relevant papers, which is not surprising. The IUI conference is a close third. Also, the total number of papers per year from
all the journals and conferences have been increasing steadily over
c 2020 The Author(s)
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the ten years, and this topic is likely to receive even more attention
in the near future.

4.2. Coding Process
For the systematic approach by screening the papers from the last
eleven years, we continued with the tagging following the three
stage process inspired by Beck et al. [BBDW14]:
1. Explorative Tagging: Every author screened at least one conference/journal. In the first round, we manually surveyed the title, keywords (e.g., provenance analytics and model steering),
and the abstract, and used an open-coding approach to identify
potential papers that make use of provenance data. This manual
tagging allowed us to get an overview of relevant literature that
deals with provenance analytics with the high-level goal of improving, enhancing, or understanding a visual analysis system.
In total, this process resulted in a collection of 266 papers. The
first coding round allowed us to review the entire body of work
and prepared us for the second round of categorizing the tags
into the three main sections: WHY to analyze, WHAT provenance data to analyze, and HOW to analyze provenance data.
2. Category Tagging: The aim of the second round of coding was
to unify the categories and narrow down the scope. To achieve
this, we developed a closed set of keywords for the spectrum of
possible reasons (WHY) for doing meta-analysis on provenance
data as well as for the state of the art of user interaction analysis (HOW). The process of categorizing the papers was reminiscent of a ‘peer-review’ because two of the authors independently
revised the paper collection and coded the papers respectively.
They analyzed only those papers from conferences/journals that
they were not initially assigned to. In the case of an ambiguous and uncertain classification, all authors were in constant
exchange. During this stage, we also continuously refined our
scope and excluded papers accordingly.
3. Supplementary Tagging: In the last stage, we decided to further split up the two main categories, WHY and HOW, into subcategories. Therefore, we came up with six subcategories for
WHY and five subcategories for the HOW. Some papers showed
multiple reasons for conducting meta-analysis, for which we
added more than one distinct subcategory to one paper. Similarly, when multiple techniques were applied to analyze provenance data, we accepted both categories. In the course of the
analysis, we came to the conclusion that exclusively tagging the
HOW section for provenance analytics is not sufficient, To address this, we introduced an additional WHAT aspect that allowed us to characterize the different encodings of provenance
data in more detail. Similar to the WHY and the HOW, the
WHAT shows double tags as well as no tags at all if no tags
were applicable. After going through all three phases, we ended
up with 105 papers, as summarized in Table 1.
The companion website, available at https://provenan
ce-survey.caleydo.org, provides an overview of the WHY,
WHAT, and HOW categories and allows users to filter and order the
full list of publications by the categories and sub-categories interactively.
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Figure 4: The number of papers in the HOW and WHAT category.
5. Structure of Survey
The structure of our survey is based on a high-level provenance
analysis model (Figure 1) that we created to describe the important factors and their internal relationships in provenance analytics.
All of the included works are based on user-generated (interaction)
provenance data, wherefore we assume that the user interacts with
a system. Analysis goals (WHY) are the reasons for provenance
analysis and give rise to requirements such as what data to capture
and how the data is encoded (WHAT). The encoded provenance
data is then further evaluated by analysis techniques (HOW) such
as classification methods or probabilistic models. At the end of this
process, users gain either user-specific or system-specific knowledge that can be used to improve or adapt any of the process model
components to enhance the overall provenance analysis iteratively.
Based on this model, our survey aims to addresses the three main
questions that will be faced by any researcher who chooses to conduct provenance analysis:

Figure 3 and Figure 4 summarize the number of papers within
each sub-category under WHY, WHAT, and HOW. These will be
discussed in more details in the following sections. Section 6 provides an overview of the spectrum for possible purposes for conducting meta-analyses and outline six essential drivers for provenance analysis (WHY), followed by the encoding, representation,
and storing of provenance data (WHAT) in Section 7. Section 8
continues the discussions by categorizing current provenance analysis methods according to their various approaches (HOW). We
summarize our observations on goals, encoding methods, and analysis approaches in Section 9 and examine opportunities for further
research in Section 10.
6. Goals: WHY Analyze Provenance Data
The spectrum of possible reasons for conducting meta-analyses on
provenance data is broad. Our goal is to provide a comprehensive
overview of the existing body of literature that analyzes provenance
data for specific purposes. At a high-level, we can categorize the
goals of the existing work as:
Understanding the User
Evaluation of System and Algorithms
Adaptive Systems
Model Steering
Replication, Verification, and Re-Application
Report Generation and Storytelling
6.1. Understanding the User
The goal of visualization is to create visual representations to support the user’s reasoning and decisionmaking with data. Consequently, one of the primary
reasons for analyzing provenance data is to understand
the user and their sensemaking process [JUP09]. The ultimate goal
of this category of research is to create theoretical and computational models that can describe the human analytical reasoning
process. Some of the earlier research in the area works to uncover
analysis patterns from interaction log data. For example, Dou et
al. [DJS∗ 09] demonstrated that it is possible to recover analysts’
findings and strategies from log data. More recent work uses computational methods to uncover analysis patterns and workflows
(e.g., [FPH19], [MRB19], and [LWD∗ 17]). A promising set of
work has also started to learn individual user characteristics, such
as expertise, personality traits, and cognitive abilities from provenance data [BOZ∗ 14, KWRK12, OYC15, SCC13]. Also in this category is work on modeling attention [OGW19] and exploration biases [GSC16, LDH∗ 19, WBFE17] during analysis.
6.2. Evaluation of System and Algorithms
A few of the prior works have leveraged provenance
data to understand the visualization system itself and
to evaluate its usefulness [BKO∗ 17, GL12, SML∗ 09].
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Here, it is important to distinguish between conducting
statistical analysis on coarse user study metrics (e.g., speed, accuracy, and preference) and the non-trivial analysis of provenance
data for the primary purpose of evaluating a visualization design
or system. For instance, Bylinskii et al. [BKO∗ 17] trained a neural network on mouse click data to create an automated model that
learns the relative importance of visual elements for a given design.
Smuc et al. captured the provenance to identify when users have insights [SML∗ 09]. Gomez and Laidlaw modeled task performance
on crowd workers to evaluate system design and help guide encoding choices [GL12]. Blascheck et al. [BJK∗ 16] created a visual
analytics system for evaluating an interactive visualization system.
Among other techniques, they used pattern matching methods to
uncover similarities within the provenance data of multiple users.

6.3. Adaptive Systems
A better understanding of the system and the user’s analytic process give rise to opportunities to create adaptive systems. Such approaches are prominent in the existing literature and seek to improve the usability and
performance of a visualization system, or the collaborative potential of the visual analytics tool. The body of prior work includes a wide variety of systems that recommend visualizations
based on inferred tasks [GW08], provide guidance for a given interface [CGM∗ 17, CGM19, CAS∗ 18, WSL∗ 19], or prefetch data to
improve system performance [BCS16, KN19]. For example, Gotz
and Wen [GW08] proposed behavior-driven visualization recommendation that infers a user’s task in real-time and suggests an alternative visualization that might support the task better. A similar approach was adopted by Mutlu et al. [MVT16] by adapting visualization recommendations to the users’ preferences. Fan
et al. [FH18] trained a convolutional neural network on interaction data to create a faster and more accurate scatter plot brushing tool. By analyzing real-time interactions, Battle et al. [BCS16]
demonstrated that incorporating provenance data into the prefetching pipeline improved system latency by 430%. To explore event
sequence predictions, Guo et al. [GDM∗ 19] preserve and aggregate
records by their top prediction. In order to achieve a higher acceptance rate of the predictions, they showed multiple predictions and
let the user choose.

6.4. Model Steering
Modeling steering leverages provenance data to improve the underlying data representations, machine
learning models, or projection calculations in the case
of high-dimensional datasets. Much of the work in this area uses
active and reinforcement learning methods to learn from realtime interaction data and interactively improve the visualization.
One noteworthy approach to model steering is Semantic Interaction, which defines the process of inferring model parameters as
users directly manipulate data visualization components [EFN12a,
EFN12b, ECNZ15]. For example, the IN-SPIRE system allows
the user to directly manipulate the spatial layout of text documents to express perceived document similarity. Similarly, with
Dis-Function [BLBC12] an analyst can update the parameters of
c 2020 The Author(s)
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a distance function in a two-dimensional data projection by adjusting the positions of visual points. A similar approach is used by
Hu et al. [XBM∗ 13] with a spatialization algorithm to preserve semantics by allowing the user to move objects or highlight unmoved
ones. Other research has applied model steering to refine data simulations [RWF∗ 13, SWR∗ 13] or to steer approximation models of
real-time streaming data [PLM∗ 17].
6.5. Replication, Verification, and Re-Application
Another usage of provenance data is to verify, replicate or re-apply analysis sessions. Here, we consider
the body of work that goes beyond action recovery such
as undo/redo. This category of research uses interaction
logs to perform real-time or post-hoc quantification to validate the
analysis results or to replicate the process when a similar problem
arises. For example, in VisTrails [CFS∗ 06] an analyst can create,
edit, and compare the results of provenance dataflows. The Harvest [SGL09] system tracks interactions with data elements and
recommends both notes and relevant views based on previous analyses in a collaborative environment. It is also common to convert
the user interactions into executable scripts using a process called
program synthesis – generating a script or executable sets of operations. Wrangler [KPHH11], for example, creates data transformation scripts based on passive observations of the user interactions.
The scripts can then be re-applied to similar datasets. KnowledgePearls [SGP∗ 19] allows users to rank and retrieve previous visualization states by formulating a string-based query. The query operates on a provenance graph containing automatically recorded user
interactions and visualizations.
6.6. Report Generation and Storytelling
Finally, research has analyzed provenance data to automatically generate summary reports of an analysis
session. Since a user’s interaction history can be long
and varied, “chunking” [HMSA08] to reduce the complexity of the history log, and “authoring” to generate reports and
stories to reflect the relevant of the analysis are two common
challenges. For example, Click2Annotate [CBY10] uses low-level
tasks results to create insight summaries with automated annotations. Similarly, InsideInsights [MHK∗ 19] produces automated
data-driven reports that allow the analyst to edit and structure insights into hierarchical views. Chart Constellations [XBL∗ 18] generates summary insights from observations in a collaborative system. Lastly, CLUE [GLG∗ 16] supports a user to directly interact
with the history (provenance) graph to generate a story from the
user’s analysis history.
7. Encodings: WHAT Types of Provenance Data to Analyze
Now that we have considered the different reasons WHY researchers analyze provenance data (see Section 6), the next challenge is to determine how the user’s interactions can be encoded,
represented, and stored. The choice of the encoding has a direct
impact on the downstream analysis of the provenance data as well
as the expected outcome. For example, recording the user’s interactions as low-level keystroke or mouse movement events is apt for
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the goal of reproducibility, but isn’t adequate for higher level analysis for the purpose of real-time analysis recommendation or guidance. Conversely, representing a user’s interactions as a sequence
of discrete events has been successful for the purpose of user modeling. However, this encoding is not as flexible as a grammar-based
approach that allows for future modification and reuse of the analysis process.
From the perspective of analysis techniques (see Section 8), the
decision of how to encode the provenance data can also dictate the
types of analyses that can be applied. For example, string analysis such as sequential pattern mining are best applied to sequencebased encoding, whereas signal-based analysis such as the use of
Fourier and wavelet transform would assume that the data is represented as a continuous stream. Given the importance of encoding,
in this section we categorize how provenance data have been represented in existing literature. In particular, we find four common
encoding schemes:
Sequence
Grammar
Model
Graph
7.1. Sequence
Perhaps the most common of the encoding schemes, a
sequence-based encoding records a user’s interactions
with a visualization tool into a temporally ordered list.
This list is often represented as a string that consists of
a discrete number of symbols, in which each symbol represents a
type of interaction event.
Depending on the goal, the choice of the symbols may differ.
For example, the symbols may be used to represent the interactive
elements in a specific visualization (e.g., range selection in scatter
plot), the data elements that the user interacted with (e.g., a page
from a clickstream data), captured information about a user (e.g.,
the user’s eye gaze movement), etc. In this section, we identify publications that: (1) record the user’s interactions as a linear sequence
of events, and (2) perform analysis over such sequences. Based on
the representation of sequence-based encoding, we further group
these publications into six types: Interaction Type, Application
State, User State, Taxonomy-Based Abstraction, Image Space,
and Temporal Signal.

capabilities afforded by the visualization tool itself. For example,
Battle and Heer [BH19] record user interactions with Tableau, including actions such as “shelf-add,” “shelf-remove,” “show-me,”
etc. which are interaction elements specific to Tableau.
Since the captured interactions are application-specific, the analysis of the provenance data is largely focused on the understanding of the user and their reasoning processes. For example, Dou et
al. [DJS∗ 09] log interactions of expert financial analysts to examine how much of their reasoning process can be recovered. Similarly, Brown et al. [BOZ∗ 14], Cho et al. [CWK∗ 17], and Feng et
al. [FPH19] use the interaction logs to classify users based on their
performance, whether they might be under the influence of anchoring bias, and exploration strategies, respectively.
7.1.2. Application State
Instead of logging the user’s interactions with a visualization, a system can also log the resulting state of the visualization. The reason
for choosing an Application-State-based encoding over an Interaction-based encoding is often because the visualization itself affords few interaction elements to differentiate a user’s exploration
or analysis intent.
For example, clickstream data from a user’s web-browsing history has low granularity in terms of a user’s interactions (i.e., there
are few types of actions that a user can perform, such as click
on a link, refresh, go-back, etc.), but can be very rich if the system logs the specific (types of) websites that the user examined.
In the work by Wei et al. to analyze users’ purchase patterns on
eBay [WSSM12], the authors encode the clickstream data into categories such as Title, Description, Pricing, Shipping, Picture, etc.
Related, works by Liu et al. [LKD∗ 17, LWD∗ 17] use a similar approach to analyze branching behaviors and detect uncommon patterns in clickstream data.
Beyond clickstream data, researchers have used the Application
State encoding approach in a variety of other contexts. Cavallo
and Demiralp [CD18] log changes to a machine learning model
(and its corresponding changes in performance metrics) in a collaborative data analysis task. Stitz et al. [SGP∗ 19] record past visualization states and allow a user to retrieve the state (and the
visualization) by querying the system. Guo et al. [GDM∗ 19] use
the recorded application-state log to predict and recommend possible visualizations using a recurrent deep learning model. Moritz et
al. [MHHH15] capture the query execution trace to help improve
query performance.

7.1.1. Interaction Type
Arguably the most direct approach for recording a user’s interactions with a visualization interface, this encoding approach can be
considered as a log of all user actions. Typically, this log is generated from recording the callback functions executed during a user’s
session interacting with a visualization.
In some cases, the logged information can be low-level, such as
keystrokes and the (x, y) positions of the mouse [GL12]. While
these types of interactions do not contain semantic information, researchers have found that the analysis of such information can be
used to classify types of users [BOZ∗ 14]. More typically, interactions are captured at a higher semantic level that reflect the specific

7.1.3. User State
In addition to recording user interactions or the states of the application, there are often additional data and information generated
from the use of a visualization such as insights, annotations, etc.
In our survey, we identify two types of such information: active
user annotations and labels and passive user information such as
eye-tracking data.
Active Actions: Instead of analyzing interaction history, Smuc et
al. [SML∗ 09] develop a tool to analyze the insights of the user as
sequential data. The tool takes into account three such sequences:
insights about the tool, insights about the data, and interactions with
c 2020 The Author(s)
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the tool. Similarly, work by Choe et al. [CLs15] correlate fitness
data with the user’s annotations of their health state.
Related, researchers can manually code users’ analysis sessions
to identify patterns, commonalities, etc. For example, Boukhelifa et
al. [BBT∗ 19] perform an exploratory study on how experts collaboratively perform sensemaking with machine learning models. The
experts’ interactions are encoded as one of six possible high-level
operations: initial exploration, new exploration, refine, compare, alternative, storytelling.
Passive Actions: In contrast to user’s annotations and self-reported
insights – which are data actively generated by the user – researchers have also included the use of passive data such as eyetracking information and brain signals into the analysis of interaction logs. Works by Blascheck et al. [BJK∗ 16, BBB∗ 16] combine a
number of data sources, including eye-tracking, audio, video, and
other provenance information into an analysis environment to better understand and evaluate how a user uses a visual analytics tool.
Eye-tracking data have also been used in the visualization
for other inferencing tasks. Bylinkskii et al. [BKO∗ 17] use eyetracking data to learn visually salient features in graphic and visualization design. Steichen et al. [SCC14] and Smith et al. [SLMK18]
demonstrate that analysis of eye-tracking data can be used to infer task difficulty and the user’s confidence, respectively. Ottley et
al. [OKCP19] track user’s eye movements when reading texts that
are embedded with visualizations and find that users do not integrate information well across the two representation styles.
In addition to eye-tracking data, recently researchers began using
brain-sensing technologies to monitor a user’s mental state when
using a visualization. For example, Anderson et al. [APM∗ 11] analyze EEG signals to determine a user’s cognitive load when using
different designs of box plots. Similarly, Peck et al. [PYO∗ 13] use
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to compare users’
levels of cognitive effort when using bar charts and pie charts.
7.1.4. Taxonomy-Based Abstraction
One shortcoming of an Interaction Type encoding strategy is that
the interaction logs are specific to the application. As a result, if
the goal of analyzing the provenance data is to compare users using
different visualization systems, the use of an application-specific
encoding strategy would be ineffective.
To generalize the user interactions, researchers have made use
of taxonomies in the visualization of interaction types [YKSJ07,
ZS10], task types [BM13], and analysis models [PC05]. Instead of
recording each of the user’s interactions at the application level,
each interaction is first converted to an element in the taxonomy,
thus unifying the symbols used to encode users’ interactions in
multiple visualizations.
In particular, Pohl et al. [PWM∗ 12] and Guo et al. [GGZL16] encode user’s interactions using the taxonomy by Yi et al. [YKSJ07]
to compare analysis paths from the use of different visualizations
and identify interaction trails that lead to user insights, respectively.
Xu et al. [XBL∗ 18] develop a tool that organizes a user’s analysis
history (and the corresponding visualizations) using the task taxonomy by Brehmer and Munzner [BM13]. Loorak et al. [LTC18]
take a similar approach to examine changes between visualizations
c 2020 The Author(s)
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in Tableau. However, instead of utilizing an existing taxonomy, the
authors proposed their own categorization consisting of six task
types: encoding, filtering, analytics, arrange, data, and formatting.
Also using a model, Janneck et al. [JUP09] take a different approach from the previously described work. Instead of encoding
a user’s interactions using an existing taxonomy, the authors first
associate a user’s interaction with one of the analysis states in the
Sensemaking Loop by Pirolli and Card [PC05]. Treating the Sensemaking Loop as a Markov model, over time the system learns the
transition probability of the edges and can therefore predict or recommend future analysis actions.
7.1.5. Image Space
Since many of the operations in a visualization relate to the user’s
interactions with the visual representations, these interactions can
be encoded directly in the image space. Most common use cases
of image-based encoding are visualization systems that support
sketch-based query construction. In these systems, a user draws a
pattern in the visualization and the system searches through the
data to find data items that exhibit similar patterns. This technique has been demonstrated to work well for querying temporal [Wat01, CG16, MVCJ16] and spatial data [WCW∗ 14].
In addition to sketches, Fuches et al. [FWG09] present a system that uses a genetic algorithm to learn interesting visual features
from user-highlighted regions in the generated visualizations. Battle et al. [BCS16] analyze images produced by a visualization and
extract features to predict a user’s interests and future actions.
7.1.6. Temporal Signal
Lastly, we find one example of a sequence-based encoding scheme
that makes use of the temporal aspect of the interaction logs. Instead of converting the interaction log into a string of discrete symbols, in the work by Feng et al. [FPH19] the authors treat the sequence as a continuous temporal signal. As a result the authors are
able to apply signal analysis techniques such as wavelet transforms
to analyze the interaction data.
7.2. Grammar
While the Sequence-based encoding scheme is robust
and faithful in recording a user’s interactions with a
visualization, it is a static representation that does not
afford future modifications and therefore reuse. In cases where a
user’s provenance information needs to be examined and re-applied
to automate future analyses, researchers have developed techniques
for recording the user’s actions using rules and grammars. An early
example of this approach is the HomeFinder system by Williamson
and Shneiderman [WS92]: a user’s interactions with the HomeFinder visualization result in the generation of SQL queries that
are then executed by a back-end database.
Outside of the visualization community, one popular example of
a Grammar-based encoding scheme is Excel’s AutoFill and Flash
Fill techniques. In Excel, a user can provide a few example values in cells and “drag” those values to other cells that are then
automatically populated. Under the hood, Excel uses the few examples to learn regular expression rules [Gul11, GHS12] that are
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then applied to the empty cells – a technique in the programming
languages community known as program synthesis.
In this section, we identify publications in visualization and analytic provenance that encodes user interactions using a Grammarbased approach. We group these techniques into three categories:
Logic Rules, Languages and Scripts, and Specifications.
7.2.1. Logic Rules
A common approach, especially when encoding a user’s interactions with a multiple coordinated visual analytics system, is to encode each user interaction as a simple rule using first-order logic.
For example, a user brushing over a range of values in the x-axis
of a scatter plot can result in the rule (x < 5). These rules can
then be chained together using Boolean or first-order logic that can
be stored, modified, and reused. A paper by Weaver describes this
type of encoding in a visualization system as “Conjunctive Visual
Forms” [Wea09].
In the paper by Xiao et al. [XGH06], the authors apply this
method to perform network traffic analysis. A user’s interactions
with their system results in queries in first-order logic with domainspecific clauses relating to network information (e.g., IP source,
IP destination, etc.). Garg et al. [GNRM08] adopt a similar firstorder logic representation based on Prolog, but uses an Inductive
Logic Programming method for learning the rules. Srinivasan et
al. [SPEB18] present the Graphiti system that learns Boolean logic
rules based on a user’s interactions when constructing a graph from
a tabular data. Lastly, using a more explicit approach (instead of the
implicit learning of rules), Koch et al. present a system that allows
a user to interactively construct (Boolean logic) queries in patent
search [KBGE09].
In a slightly different vein, Mutlu et al. [MVT16] use rules extracted from past visualization examples to recommend new visualization. Their system, VizRec, learns visual-data mappings from
previous visualizations generated by the user and stores them as
rules. These rules are then used to automatically map data attributes
in a new dataset to visual attributes.
7.2.2. Languages and Scripts
In addition to first-order logic, researchers have used a range of
other grammars and domain-specific languages to represent the
user’s interactions. While a full treatment of formal languages and
their power is beyond the scope of this paper, the encoding methods
using these grammars and languages often have higher expressive
power over the use of first-order logic for capturing the nuances in
a user’s interactions with a visualization. For example, in the paper
by Dabek and Caban [DC17], the authors encode the user’s interactions as a deterministic finite automaton and leverage existing algorithms to learn a compact grammar from the user’s interactions.
These learned grammars encode sequence information that cannot
be easily captured using the Logic Rules approaches.
Beyond formal grammars, researchers have developed their own
domain-specific languages to encode the user’s interactions with
their system. In the papers by Kadivar et al. [KCD∗ 09] and Chen et
al. [CQW∗ 14], the authors present the CzSaw system that generates
a reusable script based on the user’s interactive analysis of graphs.

Kandel et al. [KPHH11] propose the Wrangler system that helps a
user perform data cleaning. In Wrangler, the system generates multiple plausible scripts from a user’s interaction. A user can choose
one of those scripts and apply them to the rest of the data (similar to AutoFill) or make modifications to them before the application. Muthumanickam et al. [MVCJ16] and the Zenvisage system
by Siddiqui et al. [SKL∗ 16] apply a similar technique to querying temporal data. Using a sketch-by-example approach, a user’s
drawing of a desired temporal pattern is first converted into a shape
grammar whose design is inspired by regular expression. A user
can edit and modify the expression to further refine the degree of
smoothing and approximation of the query.
Lastly, although not strictly a grammar or language, in the works
by Hoque et al. [HSTD18] and Setlur et al. [SBT∗ 16], the authors
make use of principles from linguistic theory to disambiguate natural language queries. These systems augment a user’s query with
annotation functions like Continue, Retain, Shift to maintain the
context of a continuous analysis session and make potentially ambiguous user queries meaningful to the visualization system.
7.2.3. Specifications
In some cases, each user interaction with the visualization might
not be meaningful or relevant to the user’s goal. Instead, through
iterative interactions with the visualization, the user aims to populate a specification that in turn can be used for generative purposes.
Note that our distinction between a specification-based encoding
and a language-based encoding is not strictly based on formal programming language theory. Instead, it reflects how the user’s interactions are represented – either as a script that is open-ended, or as
a means to generate a specification with prescribed properties.
For example, similar to the HomeFinder example [WS92], in the
work in Ferreira et al. [FPV∗ 13] for visual exploration of largescale urban data, the user’s interactions are translated into parts of
the WHERE clause in a SQL query. In this case, each of the user’s
interactions is not of particular relevance and does not need to be
recorded. Instead, it is the final constructed query that is of interest to the system and the analysis. Walker et al. [WSD∗ 13] take
a similar approach in developing their visual analytics tool to analyze “human terrain” information. Users’ interactions and analysis states are stored in a specification format called ProvML that
is XML-based extension of the Open Provenance Model. Similarly, Rubel et al. [RB18] store user analysis of mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) data in a format proposed by the authors to enable sharing and reproducibility of analysis. Lastly, Voyager, a system by Wongsuphasawat et al. [WMA∗ 16], can recommend new
visualizations based on the user’s previous exploration pattern. In
Voyager, visualizations are specified using the Vega-Lite specifications [SMWH17] and the system identifies patterns between these
specifications to make future recommendations.
Recently, there has been a number of papers on the interactive
specification and generation of bespoke visualizations. Although
the goals of these research projects are not for the purpose of analytic provenance or tracking of the user’s interaction histories, some
of them use similar encoding techniques. For example, Lyra [SH14]
uses the Vega specification [SRHH16], and the framework of Charticulator [RLB19] is a new specification proposed by its authors. In
c 2020 The Author(s)
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both cases, a user’s interaction with the systems result in populating fields in these specifications, which are then used to generate a
bespoke visualization design.
7.3. Model
In visual analytics systems, the goal of provenance and
interaction analysis is often expressed as the (machine
learning) model that a user is constructing, steering, or
exploring. In these cases, how the user interacts with
the data or the visualization might not be the primary focus and
are therefore not directly encoded. Instead, the visual analytics system performs inferencing over the user’s interactions that results in
updates to the underlying models.
Sometimes known as interactive model steering, in this section
we identify publications that: (1) use a sequence of interactions to
derive the model, (2) make explicit, quantitative, and recordable
representations of these models, or (3) present novel inferencing
techniques for analyzing a user’s interactions. We categorize papers
in this section into two groups: Machine Learning Models and
User Models.
7.3.1. Machine Learning Models
In interactive model steering, a common way to record the history
of the analysis process is to encode the state of the model itself. An
example of such model steering is the work in learning a distance
function for a 2D projection of high dimensional data by Endert et
al. [EHM∗ 11] and Brown et al. [BLBC12]. In these systems, the
user manipulates the positions of data points in a 2D projection,
and the system learns the parameters of the underlying distance
function that would make such a projection possible. For example,
when using a weighted Euclidean distance function, the model can
be represented as a vector where each value in the vector represents
the weight of a dimension. Users’ provenance data from interacting
with such a system can then be visualized as trails for the purpose
of cohort analysis and comparison [BYC∗ 18].
Similar model steering techniques can be applied to other types
of models, such as those to learn the relative importance of documents and keywords in texts [BNHL14, EFN12b], temporal sequences [KC14], ranking [WDC∗ 18], projection planes [KCPE16,
KKW∗ 17], concept graphs [CCI∗ 15, MSW10], visual features [FWG09], and visualization recommendation [BCBL13].
While most of these works do not directly record the user’s interactions, in the work by Hossain et al. [HOG∗ 12] the authors explicitly models a user’s interactions with the underlying clustering
model as a matrix of constraints. Each row and column of the matrix represents one cluster, and by toggling on or off each cell, the
user can interactively “gather” or “scatter” the data points and steer
the clustering model.
7.3.2. User Models
In some cases, the purpose of tracking a user’s analysis behavior is
to learn a model about the user. For example, Gotz et al. [GSC16]
model a user’s interactions with a visual analytics system to detect
selection bias during a user’s analysis of high-dimensional data.
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Each of the user’s interactions is modeled as a probability distribution over the data space, and bias is defined by measuring differences in these distributions. Wall et al. [WBFE17] take as similar
approach to detect bias, but instead model the user’s interactions as
Markov chains.
Similarly, Healey and Dennis [HD12] and Ottley et al. [OGW19]
both aim to model “user interests” in a visualization. Healey and
Dennis develop a Bayesian user model using a boosted Bayesian
network classifier that takes into account the user’s explicit and implicit inputs on their interests in the shown visualization and the underlying data attributes. Ottley et al. use a Hidden Markov Model
approach that models the user’s attention, where low-level features
in a visualization (e.g., color, size, positions, etc.) are modeled as
hidden states and the user’s interactions as the observable states in
the model.
Lastly, Nguyen et al. [NHC∗ 19] model a user’s interactions
as probability distributions over analysis sessions. Using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation, each of the user’s interactions is considered a
“word” and each analysis session is a “document.” With this model,
the authors can generate hierarchical profiles of users based on their
analysis behaviors.
7.4. Graph
Since the purpose of using a visualization is to explore data, discover patterns and relations, and eventually build knowledge, many visualization systems encode the user’s interactions as knowledge graphs, concept graphs, or history graphs. In most cases, the nodes in these
graphs represent a data item (e.g., a document, a location, an entity), an abstract concept (e.g., user annotations), or a visualization
state (e.g., user histories). Edges then represent connections or relations between these entities. In this section, we identify publications that that use a Graph-based encoding approach and group
them into two categories: Entity and Concept Graphs and History Graphs.
7.4.1. Entity and Concept Graphs
The use of entity or concept graphs is most commonly associated with sensemaking and collaboration. In these applications, the
user’s interactions with a visualization or visual analytics system
result in some modification to the graph. Similar to the ModelBased encoding strategy, since the goal of the visual analysis process is defined (in this case, the construction of the graph itself), a
user’s interaction log can be modeled as changes to the graph over
time.
In these systems, the choice of the representations of the nodes
and edges reflect the purpose of the system. For example, the VizCept system [CYM∗ 10] is designed for the purpose of collaborative sensemaking. In VizCept, a node represents a concept, which
can be an entity such as a name, a location, an object (extracted
from text documents) or a word that a user types in. Multiple users
can simultaneously interact with these nodes by connecting them,
forming relations. The CLIP system by Mahyar and Tory [MT14]
and the KTGraph system by Zhao et al. [ZGI∗ 18] use a similar
encoding of nodes and edges. The CLIP system has an additional
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emphasis on the temporal order of events over the VizCept system,
whereas the KTGraph system is designed specifically for asynchronous collaboration.
We find one example where the authors make additional use of a
entity or concept map beyond sensemaking. In the Candid system
by Shadoan and Weaver [SW13], the user interactively constructs
an entity (attribute) relations graph, which is then translated into
a hypergraph querying language that can express complex n-ary
multi-dimensional conjunctive relations.
7.4.2. History Graphs
Closely related to Sequences of Application States, the History
Graph encoding strategy records a user’s interactions as a graph
structure instead of a linear list of temporal events in the Sequencebased approach. Although more complex, the graph-based approach can reveal patterns in the graph structure that cannot be easily found in a sequence-based representation, such as cycles (representing repeated analysis steps), high vertex connectivity (representing a commonly re-visited analysis state), cliques (potentially
representing detailed analysis), etc. Further, with additional analysis to identify semantically meaningful labels for the nodes, these
graph representations can be used for the purpose of reporting and
storytelling.
Systems such as VisTrails [CFS∗ 06], Graphical Histories [HMSA08], GraphTrails [DHRL∗ 12] all use a graph-based
encoding of a user’s interactions. Each node in these graphs represents an action taken by the user. After the construction of a graph,
the system can then perform additional operations over the graph,
for example to reduce the graph’s size and complexity [HMSA08].
Dabek and Caban [DC17] take a similar approach, but use a finite
automaton (which is a directed acyclic graph) as its internal representation. Also using a directed acyclic graph (or more precisely a
hierarchy), Dextras-Romagnino and Munzner [DM19] present the
Segmentifier system that helps a user iteratively refine sequences of
interaction data into meaningful segments.
For the purpose of reporting and storytelling, in the work by
Gratzl et al. [GLG∗ 16] a user directly interacts with the history
(provenance) graph to generate a story from the user’s analysis.
Mathisen et al. [MHK∗ 19] present the InsideInsights system that
generates a report of a user’s analysis by first annotating the visualization states and aggregating the states into narrative schemas.
History graphs can also be used to represent steps in data transformation and cleaning. In the work by Bors et al. [BGM19], data
cleaning (wrangling) operations are stored as a directed acyclic
graph. The user can explore the graph and evaluate the quality
of the data cleaning along the process. Similarly, Schindler et
al. [SWR∗ 13] present a dataflow model for data transformation.
Although this model is not specific to recording user interactions,
it uses a graphical encoding to represent the stages of data transform and analysis that is similar to provenance graphs.
Lastly, we find two examples of a hybrid approach that combines
both a concept graph with a history graph. In the work by Shrinivasan et al. [SvW08, SvW09, SGL09], the authors present systems
that track and maintain a history graph while allowing a user to

manually construct a concept graph that represents the user’s analysis process. The two graphs are coordinated such that a user clicking on a node in the concept graph will take the user back to the corresponding analysis step(s) in the history. In SenseMap [NXB∗ 16],
user online browsing history is shown as a graph (“history map”)
with webpages as nodes and visited links as edges. There is a additional “knowledge map” in which user can create concept graph
with information collected during online exploration as node and
the edges are created by user (not the visited link) to connect similar or relevant items.

8. Techniques: HOW to Analyze Provenance Data
User interactions collected from a visual data exploration or analysis session can be analyzed in a variety of ways. In the most simplistic cases, the user interaction data can be stored as part of the
“undo/redo” mechanism with little data processing required. In this
section, we focus on complex analysis methods that researchers apply to the interaction data to derive insight into the user’s analysis
intent, re-purpose past analyses, predict future user actions, or create analysis summaries. We organize the observed methods into five
primary categories:
Classification Models
Pattern Analysis
Probabilistic Models / Prediction
Program Synthesis
Interactive Visual Analysis

8.1. Classification Models
The most common technique for evaluating provenance
data is the use of classification and statistical modeling techniques to differentiate sequences of user actions [BOZ∗ 14, WBFE17, GGZL16, KPS∗ 17, OYC15,
BCN∗ 20, DC17]. The overarching goal of such techniques is to
map a user action to one or more categories. A number of surveys in
the literature have demonstrated the application of these techniques
to a variety of data types relevant to provenance analysis, including text [AZ12, SYD∗ 14] and images [LW07, NMK∗ 14]. Indeed,
many of the common types of insights that users wish to identify in
data necessitate a classification phase, including comparison, correlation, distribution, and trend insights [CLs15]. In this section, we
identify publications that classify provenance data into groups of
similar user actions via a variety of methods, ranging from straightforward clustering through complex machine learning processes.
Perhaps the most frequently applied method for classification
in general research is k-means clustering. The goal of this unsupervised method is to partition a collection of observations into k
clusters such that each observation is assigned to the cluster with
the nearest mean. The standard algorithm for k-means is straightforward to implement, leading to the popularity of this technique.
However, k-means has limitations, and is best able to identify clusters that are convex and with similar covariance [Llo82], a property
that is not guaranteed in interaction logs. The algorithm is found
in systems such as Chart Constellations [XBL∗ 18], which permits
c 2020 The Author(s)
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an analyst to interact with a collection of charts: projecting, clustering, filtering, and connecting results. Sherkat et al. [SNMM18]
develop an interactive k-means approach to permit users to interact
with eye-gaze patterns. A similar approach that is less-frequently
used is the k-nearest neighbors classifier, in which an observation
is assigned to the class most common among the k nearest observations. Pezzotti et al. [PLM∗ 17] use a similar Forest of Randomized KD-Trees approach to create a steerable t-SNE (t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding) method for data exploration.
A common supervised method for classification is regression
analysis, which attempts to determine the relationship between a
dependent variable and a collection of independent variable inputs.
Regression models appear in a variety of forms, including linear,
logistic, and polynomial regression. The difference between these
models lies in the type of function used to model the dependent
variable. Toker et al. [TLC17] experiment with linear regression,
among other techniques, to predict the phase of a user’s skill acquisition when interacting with bar graphs, but separately use logistic
regression in a previous experiment with similar eye tracking data
and goals [TSG∗ 14]. Hu et al. [HDG∗ 19] also make use of linear
regression in their VizNet experiments, working to understand the
influence of user task and data distribution on visual encoding effectiveness.
Support-vector machines (SVMs) present another method for
classification analysis, though the goal of the algorithm switches
from approximating a relationship to identifying an optimal boundary between classes. SVMs can also efficiently perform non-linear
classification by means of a kernel function that maps the input
space into another that is more computationally tractable. SVMs
are found classifying provenance data in a study processing eyegaze data by Steichen et al. [SCC14], as well as in “Finding
Waldo” [BOZ∗ 14]. Toker et al. [TLC17] also test SVMs against
linear regression in their prediction study.
Topic modeling reduces a broad collection of terms into a
smaller collection of topics, simplifying the analysis and often enabling the outcome to be more easily visualized in a
two-dimensional projection [ECNZ15]. Techniques such as Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are used by Sherkat et al. [SNMM18] in their adaptive
clustering implementation. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and
Latent Semantic Modeling (LSM) work similarly, demonstrated
by Wegba et al. [WLLW18] as their work identifies a relationship between users and movie recommendations. Boukhelifa et
al. [BBT∗ 19] use dimensionality reduction more generally to reduce a model exploration space, aiding analysts in exploring complex model results.
Artificial neural networks are learning methods inspired by biological neural networks. These come in a broad variety of forms,
such as the Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) used by Bylinskii et al. [BKO∗ 17] to predict important regions in an interface, enabling automatic design retargeting and thumbnailing by analyzing
user interactions. Steichen et al. [SCC14] and Toker et al. [TLC17]
also experiment with neural networks in their studies.
Hierarchical techniques such as decision trees model sequences
of decisions and their consequences. The techniques are particularly suited for provenance analysis, as sequences of interactions inc 2020 The Author(s)
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clude similar branching behavior, as seen in CoreFlow [LKD∗ 17].
Similarly, hierarchies can be used to map low-level interactions to
higher-level intents and reasoning processes [BWD∗ 19, DJS∗ 09].

8.2. Pattern Analysis
Pattern analysis refers to the detection of patterns in
data or logs. Such analysis often comes in two forms.
First, Automated Pattern Analysis often consists of
the stages leading up to a prediction or classification,
mapping the detected patterns in the provenance data to an outcome
either as part of a continuing automated process or as a preprocessing step before an analyst begins exploration of the patterns. Second, Manual Pattern Analysis refers to user-driven exploration
and analysis of patterns in provenance data. When considering the
analysis of provenance data, detecting patterns in interaction logs
by either the manual or automated approach can enable systems to
predict future interactions, as well as providing users with insight
into their own behaviors. In this section, we identify publications
that examine large-scale patterns in provenance data, classifying
these works into automated or manual groups by the initiator of the
analysis.

8.2.1. Automated Pattern Analysis
One common method for automated pattern analysis is to traverse
a graph representation of the provenance data. For example, Dabek
et al. [DC17] encode a collection of user interactions as a directed acyclic graph, and then extract common sequences from the
graph for later analysis. Shrinivasan et al. [SGL09] also traverse
a graph generated from provenance data to identify patterns and
sequences for the purpose of automated annotation and recommendation. Shadoan et al. [SW13] take a similar approach, representing
user queries as a hyper-graph that can be used in future analysis.
Systems and studies also use machine learning and similar intelligent approaches to identify patterns in provenance data. Gotz et
al. [GSC16, GSC∗ 17] use Adaptive Contextualization, monitoring
and modeling a user’s data selection activity and computing metrics
over that model. Bylinksii et al. [BKO∗ 17] use a neural network to
extract and prune patterns that are later presented to users for interaction. Nguyen et al. [NTA∗ 19] make use of the Generalized
Sequential Patterns algorithm to identify frequent patterns from a
set of user sessions.
Other approaches for automated pattern analysis include techniques such as the automatic extraction and visualization of branching patterns in event sequences as seen in CoreFlow [LKD∗ 17]. In
a similar visualization-centric approach, Liu et al. [LWD∗ 17] use
sequence clustering and sequential pattern matching on collections
of websites visited by users, permitting patterns to be automatically
extracted and pruned before presenting the patterns to users for interaction. HARVEST is used by Shrinivasan et al. [SGL09] to create a context-based retrieval algorithm that uses notes, views, and
concepts from past analyses to identify patterns most relevant to a
user, providing these patterns to a user within a web-based visual
analytic system.
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8.2.2. Manual Pattern Analysis
Sketches are a common means for manually presenting patterns to
a system, representing a user-driven approach for pattern matching.
The type of sketch varies across systems. Wang et al. [WCW∗ 14]
permit users to sketch 2D maps for querying trajectory information.
Both Correll et al. [CG16] and Muthumanickam et al. [MVCJ16]
support sketches of time series, which are then converted to queries
for pattern retrieval.
Rule-based systems are a second approach for user-driven pattern matching. Cappers et al. [CvW18] present a system that allows users to construct rules to encode events, after which queries
are automatically generated into a format similar to regular expressions. The KnowledgePearls system [SGP∗ 19] supports a similar
query-based approach for searching for past visualization states.
A variety of other techniques also permit analysts to query information about patterns in past interactions. Segmentifier [DM19]
iteratively refines collections of interactions into meaningful sequences, which can subsequently be queried through a visual interface. Perfopticon [MHHH15] provides a similar interactive tool
to explore query execution traces in distributed databases, while
MacInnes et al. [MSW10] present an expert-guided clustering technique to identify patterns and link those patterns to their semantic
meaning.
8.3. Probabilistic Models / Prediction
Precise classifications are not necessarily the only predictions that can result from the analysis of provenance
data. Indeed, the nuance and randomness inherent in interpreting and inferring from such imprecise data often necessitates
probabilistic interpretations [MA19]. In this section, we identify
publications that make use of probabilistic techniques to identify
trends and predict possible future interactions in provenance data.
The most straightforward probabilistic approaches rely on traditional statistical models. For example, the approximated and steerable t-SNE created by Pezzotti et al. relies on the underlying tdistribution to model data via this dimensionality reduction strategy [PLM∗ 17]. Similarly, Feng et al. explore multiple metrics for
visualization interaction behavior to cluster groups of users, including the chi-square distribution among others such as frequency
counts and TF-IDF [FPH19].
The next stage beyond basic probablistic approaches is the use of
Bayesian probability and inference. Naive Bayes classifiers are relatively simple probabilistic classifiers that incorporate substantial
independence assumptions between the features under consideration, and are used as one of the models tested in the pupillometry and head distance analysis by Toker et al [TLC17]. Healey et
al. [HD12] also make use of Bayesian classification to identify data
items within large datasets that are of potential interest to the user.
The output of the neural networks discussed in Section 8.1
are often fuzzy classification results, not precise predictions.
The Time-Aware Neural Networks (TRNNs) used by Guo et
al. [GDM∗ 19] and the Convolutional Neural Networks used by
Smith et al. [SLMK18] demonstrate two separate prediction approaches, supporting the ability to predict tasks as distinct as next

actions and user confidence. Probabilistic prediction models can be
simpler than neural networks as well, even including probabilistic views on regression approaches such as logistic [BCN∗ 20] and
linear [MSM∗ 17] prediction models.
Markov models are used to model randomly changing systems,
assuming that future states are only dependent on the current state
rather than events that occurred previously. Predicting such future
states often makes use of a state-based approach, in which edges
represent transitions between the states [PWM∗ 12,PSM12,BCS16,
JUP09]. Ottley et al. use a hidden Markov model to learn from
and anticipate mouse interactions during exploratory data analysis [OGW19], while Wei et al. [WSSM12] follow a similar approach for Web clickstream data.
The nuances in provenance data are also apparent in natural language interfaces. These systems must interpret ambiguous or complex instructions provided by users [SBT∗ 16], who could adopt
a number of different means to express the same goal. Such approaches range from the use of standard libraries such as word2vec
for keyword tagging [XBL∗ 18] to the use of topic modeling, a classification method also addressed in Section 8.1 that is probabilistic
in nature [CWK∗ 17, NHC∗ 19]. Linguistic theory can aide in the
analysis of sentences to understand queries that are generated by
users for these approaches [HSTD18].
8.4. Program Synthesis
Another provenance analysis approach is to perform
program synthesis – generating a script or executable
sets of operations based on past user interactions. In
these systems, a common goal is to convert the user interactions into an executable script that can be applied to a new
dataset. However, it is also possible to perform additional analyses
over these higher-level scripts or grammar to extract additional information. In this section, we identify publications that present such
provenance analysis as grammars or scripts, noting an emphasis on
visual history and recall in this area of the literature.
There is substantial overlap between the first stage of this approach and the discussion of grammar-based encodings in Section 7.2, as the use of a grammar-based approach [DC17], or the design of a domain specific language [KPHH11, KCD∗ 09, CQW∗ 14]
to encode the provenance data often underlies this approach. These
approaches are varied, with analysis taking place on encodings
ranging from text-based approaches such as SQL queries [FPV∗ 13]
and regular expressions [MVCJ16] to more complex forms like
graphs [KCD∗ 09, SPEB18] and Boolean logic [KBGE09, Wea09].
We point the reader to Section 7.2 for a more thorough discussion
of these encodings.
Expanding the discussion in this section more broadly than only
the analysis of these scripts and grammars, we find studies detailing ways in which reviewing provenance data permits a user
to both better explore past actions and to understand the effects
of potential future actions within a system. For example, Ragan
et al. [RGT15] performed a controlled study to evaluate how the
presence of a visual history aid affects the memory of a user with
recalling the details of their exploration process, finding that providing such an aide for a user to explore their past interactions
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was a substantial benefit. A similar conclusion was reached by
Chen et al. [CQW∗ 14] in their propagation-based parametric model
approach, also noting that analysts were better able to recall the
chronological states of the analysis process with their symbolic
model. In terms of future effects, Wrangler [KPHH11] enables analysts to understand the effects of a variety of potential operations
in the interaction space.
Understanding the cognitive behavior and strategies of users
from interaction logs is a further benefit in this area. A think-aloud
study by Dou et al. [DJS∗ 09] was able to identify several strategies, methods, and findings of an analysis process through the examination of an analyst’s interaction log. Similarly, Blascheck et
al. [BVV∗ 19] performed an analysis of interaction logs and eye
movement data to identify analyst exploration strategies. An interview study of data analysts by Madanagopal et al. [MRB19] further
demonstrated that the need for provenance information changes
during the course of the analysis process and dependent upon the
role of the analyst who is performing that analysis.
8.5. Interactive Visual Analysis
Beyond these common methods, researchers have also
explored other types of data representations and analysis methods for a variety of purposes. There are a wide
variety of internal representations and user interactions
that can be supported for provenance analysis, as demonstrated by
Liu et al [ZS10]. This section summarizes publications that represent these additional analysis methods, with an overarching theme
of interacting with visual representations of provenance data and
generating insight from such interactions.
8.5.1. Semantic Interaction
Semantic interaction is a demonstrational technique for model manipulation introduced by Endert et al [EFN12a]. Analysts provide
feedback to an underlying learning routine by demonstrating a relationship that they seek in the visualization, and the system in turn
attempts to produce this relationship across all observations by altering the models that produce the visualization. As such, these
models are indirectly the altered analysis object, leading to a great
deal of overlap with the Model discussion in Section 7.3.1.
The interaction techniques supported by these semantic interaction systems are the direct means by which an analyst evaluates and
updates the model state. The variety of supported interactions is
quite broad, ranging from interactions on observations in the form
of projected glyphs [BLBC12,BNHL14] and table rows [WDC∗ 18]
to interactions on the axes [KCPE16] and background [KKW∗ 17]
of the plot. These interactions often involve manipulating layout
constraints or coordinates [HBR14, KC14], but can also include interactive clustering [HOG∗ 12] or simply highlights regions of interest [FWG09].
8.5.2. Analysis Via Visual Analytics
Semantic interaction represents one portion of the overall space of
using visual analytics techniques and systems to analyze provenance data. For example, Blascheck et al. [BBB∗ 16, BJK∗ 16]
developed a visual analytics tool to analyze multiple streams
c 2020 The Author(s)
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of user interaction data, including audio, video, eye gaze, content of analysis, and more. Similarly, SensePath [NXW∗ 16],
SenseMap [NXB∗ 16], and InsideInsights [MHK∗ 19] provide webbased interfaces for the analysis and exploration of provenance
data. These techniques further allow for the exploration of large
provenance data collections, which can benefit safety and security tasks [SMvdWvW15] as well as scientific research [GLG∗ 16].
The analysis can also be collaborative, as seen in the study using
RCloud by North et al [NSUW15].
A further set of systems made use of graph-based approaches,
in which the graph is central as both an interaction target and
analysis goal. Continuing the collaborative theme, Mahyar et al.
create an evidence graph or collaborative sensemaking, making
use of visual analytics techniques on this graph to gain insight
from its structure [MT14]. Zhao et al. further discuss the construction of a knowledge graph for the purpose of collaborative analysis [ZGI∗ 18], while Vizcept records user insights in a concept graph
structure for further analysis [CYM∗ 10].
Using visual analytics approaches for evaluating provenance
data is not only limited to the creation of visualization and interaction techniques. Indeed, other systems make use of provenance
analysis as an analysis component connecting the visualization output to the underlying models. Setlur et al. [STD19] demonstrate this
in their technique using rule-based inferencing to obtain missing
information necessary to process natural language queries, making use of concepts known by the system to refine user utterances.
A similar approach is used by Flux Capacitor [KN19] to reduce
queries, prefetch, and cache data to minimize intensive workloads
on databases, using knowledge of user interactions to perform these
operations.
8.5.3. Generation and Analysis of Visual Design
The analysis of provenance data can also be used to generate new
visualization designs, as well as to analyze the quality of existing
visualizations. Smuc et al. [SML∗ 09] develop a methodology that
makes use of participatory design processes and formative evaluation strategies to design novel analytical tools, while Choe et
al. [CLs15] discuss an empirical study to inform the design of systems for personal data systems. In both cases, the proposed and
actual interactions of users drove the design process. New visualizations can also be generated automatically from user interactions,
as seen in both the Visualization-by-Sketching [SK16] and “Visualization by Demonstration” [SKBE17] techniques.
9. Discussion
Figure 3 and 4 provide an interesting overview of the WHY, WHAT,
and HOW questions among the papers we surveyed. It was to be expected that “Understanding the User” is the most common analysis
goal: besides being an interesting research topic itself (particularly
in the field of HCI), it is also the foundation of other analysis goals
such as “Adaptive Systems” and “Evaluation of Systems and Algorithms.” These two rely on the user knowledge to provide better
support and evaluate analysis performance respectively.
While understanding users is undoubtedly useful, there are potential ethical and privacy concerns. For example, while the data
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collection and analysis in user studies undergo the scrutiny of ethical approval process, the resulting methods or tools can be potentially used by third parties to recover sensitive data from user provenance or inferring individual characteristics (such as the method
described in “Finding Waldo” [BOZ∗ 14]). There is limited work
on this so far, and it is a topic that certainly deserves more attention
from us as a community.
Adaptive systems is the second most common goal. Understandably, it is over-represented in the IUI community, and to a lesser extent in the CHI community. In addition to the examples discussed
in this survey, they are now commonly deployed in smart phone
systems with the ability to for example notify users about traffic
conditions based on previous travel records and calendar events.
However, it can be difficult to create effective adaptive systems and
there are many examples of failed attempts, with Microsoft Office
Clippy being the most well-known example. Therefore, the community needs carefully and thoroughly investigate when and how
to adapt. Guidance and adaptive systems can also introduce exploration bias into the sensemaking process if not carefully checked.
Our organization of WHAT (Sequence, Grammar, Model, and
Graph) is meant to provide a broad overview of existing techniques. We acknowledge that encoding techniques can be imprecisely categorized resulting in overlaps or ambiguities. For example, should a user model based on a Bayesian model (such as the
work by Healey and Dennis [HD12]) be categorized under User
Model or a probabilistic Graph? In this survey, we do not clearly
define these boundaries and hope that the high-level abstraction of
the categories serves the purpose of an overview.
In addition, we recognize that data science “notebooks” such as
Jupyter Notebook and RStudio can be considered a form of analysis provenance. Systems like RCloud [NSUW15] that support collaborative analysis with R intrinsically encodes and visualizes user
analysis history. While the encoding strategy can be considered as
a Sequence of commands, we do not include these tools because
they are not strictly visualization or visual analytics systems. A
more nuanced example that is also not included in this survey is
the Literate visualization work by Wood et al. [WKD19]. Using a
“notebook-like” approach, the authors present a system for documenting the process of designing a visualization. Since the purpose
of this system is to record the changes to a visualization design but
not to perform analysis over these visualizations, it is out of the
consideration of this survey.
Figure 3 also demonstrates the diverse application of provenance analysis. More recent topics, particularly the Model Steering and Active Learning, have already received considerable attention within the provenance research community. The reflects the
trend of growing popularity of machine learning-related work in the
larger Visualization field, and illustrates the effectiveness of provenance as a viable approach to this type of problems.
Reproducibility is one of the important use cases for provenance.
However, we noticed that not many papers make their implementation, methods, or datasets available. This make these works less reproducible. As a field that is a major contributor to the reproducible
science research, we as a community should make sure the wide
adoption of practices for research transparency and reproducibility,
sharing our “research provenance.”

9.1. WHEN to Analyze Provenance Data
Along the line of WHY, WHAT, and HOW, a few patterns emerged
with respect to WHEN to perform provenance analysis. However,
we think the related contents are not as substantial as the other
three, so we include it in the discussion here instead of as a individual section. There are three common approaches: retrospective
analyses that occur after the task is completed, real-time applications that happens during analysis, or hybrid approaches that mix
the two.
Retrospective Analyses. The literature contains numerous examples of techniques for analyzing provenance data from past
user sessions. For example, a series of researchers have examined batches of interaction logs to uncover reasoning processes
and insights [BH19, DJS∗ 09, FPH19, GGZL16]. The InsideInsights [MHK∗ 19] system leveraged observations to generate a report of the user session automatically. When facing the timestamp
for the analysis, post-hoc analyses were applied to uncover correlations between user attributes and interaction patterns [BOZ∗ 14,
OYC15].
Real-Time Applications. An emerging topic in the provenance literature focuses on leveraging interaction data to perform real-time
predictions, system adaptations, or offer guidance to the user. Common examples apply techniques from machine learning and artificial intelligence to make inferences based on behavioral patterns.
ForeCache, for instance, used provenance data to improve prefetching and system performance [BCS16]. Wall et al. [WBFE17]
proposed using real-time interaction to identify and mitigate exploration bias, and Ottley et al. [OGW19] inferred future clicks
from real-time observations. Brown et al. [BLBC12] and Endert
et al. [EFN12a] demonstrated how mouse interaction could steer
data projection models.
Hybrid Approaches. Although less common, the growing availability of large interaction datasets has led to hybrid approaches
that leverage data from past sessions to refine the analytic process.
One example, Scented Widgets [WHA07], exploited historical usage data to improve interface controls. Other work by Fan et al. created machine learning models based on past user data to improve
the accuracy and speed of a real-time brushing tool [FH18].
10. Opportunities for Future Research
As a rapidly-growing field, provenance analysis faces many open
challenges and research opportunities. In this section, we organize
these following the WHY, WHAT, and HOW structure of the paper,
with some additional discussions on provenance standards. The list
is not meant to be exhaustive, but we aim to cover the critical gaps
and emerging topics that we believe deserve more attention. Some
are similar to those discussed in the recent literature, such as the
report from the Dagstuhl Seminar on Provenance [FJKTX19].
10.1. WHY
There are still many opportunities for further development within
the use cases discussed in Section 6. For example, user intent modeling (Section 6.1) is still an open problem, and a fully automated
solution is unlikely in near future. Any progress in improving or
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supporting this process can not only enhance the efficacy and efficiency of visualization tools, but also can help to advance applications such as evaluation (Section 6.2), adaptive systems (Section 6.3), and storytelling (Section 6.6).
Among the use cases, we see a growing interest in supporting machine learning, demonstrated by the works discussed in the
Model Steering section (6.4). It is not far-fetched to envision that
such techniques can also be beneficial to critical, emerging topics
in the machine learning field, such as model transparency and explainable AI.
Another potentially impactful use case is exploration optimization: analyses, particularly those involved in data science, often require exploration in three different spaces: the data space, which is
the input data, the approach space, which consists of all possible
approaches to the problem, and the parameter space, which is part
of the approach space and can have a large impact on the effectiveness of the approach. These three spaces share two properties:
(1) often large in size and (2) of high dimensionality. Without a
systematic approach, exploration within these spaces can be timeconsuming and ineffective.
There are a few attempts that aim to guide a user during such exploration by analyzing the results of completed prior explorations.
The Evolutionary Visual Exploration (EVE) system [BCBL13] uses
an evolution algorithm that learns optimization criteria from user
interactions to help user explore large multivariate datasets. The
GEMSe [FMH16] system provides users with the provenance of
parameter space exploration of multi-channel segmentation algorithms, which was shown to considerably improve the efficiency
of finding suitable parameters. The open challenge is to have more
general methods that can be adapted to various data, approach, and
parameter spaces. A similar effort is the Visual Parameter Space
Analysis (VPSA) [SHB∗ 14], designed to find the optimal settings
for simulation models. The main difference is that VPSA focuses
on visualization parameters, and the quality of the results can often be quantified. In contrast, exploration optimization also considers the data space, and the optimization function has to be learned
from analysis provenance. Given the prevalence of exploratory data
analysis, such a solution will have significant impact in many fields
beyond provenance and visualization.

10.2. WHAT
Many of the long-standing challenges in provenance analysis relate to the multi-layer nature of provenance: from the low-level
system logs such as mouse movement, through more abstract and
system-independent analysis actions such as searching and comparison, and to reasoning-related provenance such as insight and rationale [RESC16]. This adds an extra dimension to the four encoding
schemes discussed in Section 7: each scheme, such as a sequence
or a graph, can have multiple layers. For example, a provenance sequence can have several layers, such as events (system log), (user)
actions, sub-tasks, and tasks [GZ09]. While most existing methods,
such as those covered in Section 7.1, choose to target a single layer,
there are efforts that investigate the connections between the layers. For an example, see the encoding schemes that uses taxonomybased abstraction (Section 7.1.4).
c 2020 The Author(s)
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It has been argued that it is increasingly difficult to capture
provenance when moving up through the layers: it is often straightforward to record system logs, but capturing abstract actions is
much harder [GZ09]. Further, there is no effective solution to automatically capture user insights or reasoning process. However,
many of the use cases discussed in Section 6 heavily rely on highlevel provenance. For example, adaptive systems require the knowledge of user analysis preference and strategy to provide customization or prediction, and user modeling represents a similar case. Because of this difficulty, there are few successful examples. One successful example is the InsideInsights system [MHK∗ 19] that utilizes this hierarchy for report generation. Such analysis is often
done manually, such as the study by Dou et al. [DJS∗ 09], and is
usually time consuming.
The existing efforts either attempt to infer higher-level provenance automatically from lower-level data or encourage externalization through annotation and note taking. Neither approach has
been very successful, both because of the poor inference performance (even human experts can only achieve about 2/3 accuracy)
and because of the distraction and cognitive load introduced by the
externalization. While there are conceptual models, such as the one
by Bors et al. [BWD∗ 19], that can guide such inference, there are
still no concrete implementations, and its efficacy is still an open
question.
There is a new provenance encoding paradigm that may bring a
new perspective to some existing challenges. This approach models provenance as a high-dimensional vector sequence: each vector in such a sequence is a step in the analysis interaction, and
the dimensions of the vector are the information that constitutes
provenance, including the visualization state, data displayed, user
interaction, and any other provenance captured. This encoding approach provides new perspectives for examine provenance data,
such as transforming provenance analysis into problems that may
have been studied in related fields. For one example, provenance visualization can be performed via projecting a vector sequence from
high-dimensional space to 2D (or 3D) space, providing a perspective that is different from treating the provenance as a sequence or
graph. This has been shown to be effective for analyzing dynamic
networks [vdEHBvW16], in which each snapshot of the network at
a time point is represented as a high-dimensional vector. This approach can be a potential fit for the exploration optimization problem described earlier, with the provenance vector capturing the information from the data, approach, and parameter space.
10.3. HOW
There are many opportunities to apply different types of analysis
techniques, such as those discussed in Section 8, to provenance
use cases, particularly the more difficult ones such as user modeling and exploration optimization. Many of the existing works
rely on the relatively simple form of these techniques, such as kmeans clustering, and have already demonstrated considerable improvements. The rapid development of new techniques from fields
like machine learning provide an ever-increasing collection of new
power tools to tackle provenance challenges. Machine learning
methods based on the deep neural networks proved to be wildly
successful in the breakthroughs of some of the long-standing ma-
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chine learning challenges. However, these methods often require
large amount of data for initial training, and it will be interesting to
explore how such methods can be adapted to provenance problems,
in which user data is usually much smaller than those available
from an image or text collection.
There are still some fundamental provenance analysis problems
that await better solutions. One such problem is provenance chunking, which groups the steps in an interaction sequence based on the
analysis actions that they belong to. In stock analysis for example,
all of the steps involved in trend analysis would be in one chunk,
and steps related to comparing company performance would be in
a different chunk. Chunking is fundamental to other provenance
analyses. For example, once chunking is completed, it will be easier to infer the higher-level abstract task for each chunk, which is
an important open question itself.
Chunking can be treated as either a classification problem, i.e.,
whether there should be a break between the current and next step,
or as a clustering problem, i.e., all the consecutive steps belong to
the same cluster will be in one chunk. The classification approach
is suitable when real-time chunking is needed, as it only requires
the knowledge of a number of prior steps, whereas the clustering
may work better in post-hoc analysis as the global knowledge of all
the steps may help produce higher quality clustering.
The boundary between chunks may not always be clear-cut.
There can be a transition between two groups of actions, and the
steps within such transitions are better served with probabilities
of belonging to either of the chunks. Chunking can also be hierarchical due to the hierarchical nature of analysis task. For example in stock analysis, steps belonging to price trend analysis can
be separated from company performance comparisons. Within the
latter, steps related to company financial status can be separated
from those pertaining to company executive track records. Such
sub-divisions can be recursive and have multiple levels.
Existing works related to chunking, such as those discussed in
Section 7.4.2, often link to the graphical and multi-layer nature
of provenance data. It is possible that these properties can be exploited to improve chunking performance. The report from the recent Dagstuhl Seminar on Provenance [FJKTX19] contains a section on this topic (“Machine Learning and Provenance in Visual
Analytics”).
10.4. Provenance Standard and Cross-Tool Integration
Most of the techniques and systems reviewed here contain some
provenance format that is specifically designed for the tool and/or
analysis need. However, real-world analysis is rarely completed
within a single tool or with a single dataset. Instead, it often involves integrating provenance data from multiple tools, requiring
a provenance data format that is compatible with a wide range of
tools. This is currently not possible, and leads to the need for a
common standard that supports provenance capturing from multiple applications, as well as inter-application provenance analysis.
Ideally, such a standard will accommodate the requirements of a
variety of use cases, such as those discussed in Section 6. It should
also support the diverse types of provenance information and methods for encoding them (as discussed in Section 7, including the

multi-layer structure of provenance. Finally, such a format must be
compatible with various downstream analyses, such as those discussed in Section 8.
There is likely to be a trade-off between compatibility and semantic richness. At one end of this spectrum, provenance is captured as a screenshot, which makes it compatible with all visualization systems. However, the amount of semantic information
that can be used for down-stream analysis is very limited. At the
other end of the spectrum, a provenance standard meets all of the
requirements discussed earlier and can store detailed descriptions
such as system state, data involved, and user actions and intentions.
These are valuable to down-stream analysis, but designing such a
rich standard that can accommodate different systems, data, and
user requirements presents difficulties.
This will be a challenging task, but essential and beneficial to
the entire field and the wider research community. Any progress
on this front will be valuable, encouraging new collaborations and
enabling new research. It can start with a simpler standard or a
set of related standards, or alternatively can build upon existing
standards, such as the provenance formats used by popular visual
analytics tools such as W3C PROV. Additionally, it may be useful to learn from the experience of designing similar standards in
fields beyond visual analysis. This was also discussed at the recent
Dagstuhl Seminar on provenance, and the details are recorded in its
report [FJKTX19].
11. Conclusion
In this survey, we present a systematic review of provenance-related
research in data visualization and visual analytics. Focusing on the
analysis of provenance data, we explore three primary questions:
(1) WHY analyze provenance data, (2) WHAT provenance data
to encode, and how to encode it, and (3) HOW to analyze provenance data. However, the work in the paper provides only a narrow perspective of analytic provenance. As outlined by Ragan et
al. [RESC16] the field of provenance extends beyond meta-analysis
and encompasses other goals such as collaborative communication
and presentation.
Beyond visualization, the analysis of user interaction is an active
area of research in a variety of domains such as Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Databases, and Human-Computer Interaction. The body of work in this manuscript reveals a clear trend
of adapting and extending knowledge from other fields. For example, a large portion of the literature employed either machine
learning, dimensionality reduction, or even signal processing techniques. These techniques are essential to the provenance analysis
innovation, and the research development in these fields can bring
considerable improvement to provenance analysis. Similarly, as detailed in Section 7, there are many types of provenance data that we
can collect, ranging from sequence and scripts to graphs and images. Storing and managing such data can be an issue (e.g., Glassbox), and specialized methods are often required from other fields
for their analysis.
Looking forward, capturing and examining provenance data
holds the potential to realize many of the untapped capabilities of
visualization systems, such as expanding its role in data science and
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contributing to the current problems in other fields such as explainable AI. It will be beneficial for the provenance community to expand collaboration across disciplines, increase the awareness of the
provenance literature, and jointly develop new techniques that can
be applied to provenance analysis. There is much work ahead for
the visualization community, and we detail some of these research
opportunities in Section 10. We hope that this report will serve as a
central resource for researchers and inspires new investigations that
build on the surveyed literature.
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Table 1: The 105 articles we reviewed in terms of WHY, WHAT, and HOW to analyze provenance data. The table is sorted first by WHY and
then by WHAT. It shows single tags as well as more than one tag per category and paper as well as uncategorized ones, when no WHY,
WHAT, or HOW was applicable.
Interactive Visual Analysis

Program Synthesis

Classification Models

Pattern Analysis
Probabilistic Models /
Prediction

Model

HOW

Sequence

Graph

Grammar

Understanding the User

Report Generation

WHAT

Replication

Adaptive Systems
Evaluation of Systems
and Algorithms
Model Steering and
Active Learning

WHY

Srinivasan et al. (2018) [SPEB18]
Setlur et al. (2016) [SBT∗ 16]
Dabek and Caban (2017) [DC17]
Mutlu et al. (2016) [MVT16]
Chen et al. (2014) [CQW∗ 14]
Koch et al. (2014) [KBGE09]
Scheepens et al. (2015) [SMvdWvW15]
Shrinivasan and van Wijk (2009) [SvW09]
Gotz and Wen (2008) [GW08]
Endert (2014) [End14]
Endert et al. (2012) [EFN12a]
MacInnes et al. (2010) [MSW10]
Boukhelifa et al. (2013) [BCBL13]
Endert (2015) [ECNZ15]
Ottley et al. (2019) [OGW19]
Gotz et al. (2016) [GSC16]
Healey and Bennis (2012) [HD12]
Hu et al. (2019) [HBL∗ 19]
Correll and Gleicher (2016) [CG16]
Setlur et al. (2019) [STD19]
Steichen et al. (2014) [SCC14]
Guo et al. (2019) [GDM∗ 19]
Wang et al. (2014) [WCW∗ 14]
Lee et al. (2019) [LDH∗ 19]
Ceneda et al. (2019) [CGM19]
Ragan et al. (2016) [RESC16]
Micallef et al. (2017) [MSM∗ 17]
Wegba et al. (2018) [WLLW18]
Toker et al. (2014) [TSG∗ 14]
Steichen and Conati (2013) [SCC13]
Khan and Nandi (2019) [KN19]
Sacha et al. (2018) [SKB∗ 18]
Walch et al. (2019) [WSL∗ 19]
Dextras-Romagnino and Munzner (2019) [DM19]
Ren et al. (2019) [RLB19]
Bors et al. (2019) [BGM19]
Shadoan and Weaver (2013) [SW13]
Gomez and Laidlaw (2012) [GL12]
Liu et al. (2017) [LWD∗ 17]
Smuc et al. (2009) [SML∗ 09]
Bylinskii et al. (2017) [BKO∗ 17]
Fröhler et al. (2016) [FMH16]
Blascheck et al. (2016) [BJK∗ 16]
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Moritz et al. (2015) [MHHH15]
Wongsuphasawat et al. (2016) [WMA∗ 16]
Muthumanickam et al. (2016) [MVCJ16]
Hoque et al. (2018) [HSTD18]
Weaver (2009) [Wea09]
Ferreira et al. (2013) [FPV∗ 13]
Kadivar et al. (2009) [KCD∗ 09]
Shrinivasan et al. (2009) [SGL09]
Schindler et al. (2013) [SWR∗ 13]
Kwon et al. (2017) [KKW∗ 17]
Bradel et al. (2014) [BNHL14]
Pezzotti et al. (2017) [PLM∗ 17]
Brown et al. (2012) [BLBC12]
Endert et al. (2012) [EFN12b]
Cook et al. (2015) [CCI∗ 15]
Kunkel et al. (2017) [KLZ17]
Kim et al. (2016) [KCPE16]
Fuchs et al. (2009) [FWG09]
Brown et al. (2014) [BOZ∗ 14]
Cavallo and Demiralp (2018) [CD18]
Ribicic et al. (2013) [RWF∗ 13]
Hossain et al. (2012) [HOG∗ 12]
Sherkat et al. (2018) [SNMM18]
Gao et al. (2015) [GDA∗ 15]
Hottelier et al. (2014) [HBR14]
Callahan et al. (2006) [CFS∗ 06]
Rübel and Bowen (2018) [RB18]
Kandel et al. (2011) [KPHH11]
Chung et al. (2010) [CYM∗ 10]
Gotz et al. (2017) [GSC∗ 17]
Xu et al. (2018) [XBL∗ 18]
Loorak et al. (2018) [LTC18]
Smith et al. (2018) [SLMK18]
Stitz et al. (2019) [SGP∗ 19]
Andrienko et al. (2012) [AAM∗ 12]
Cappers and van Wijk (2018) [CvW18]
Zgraggen et al. (2015) [ZDFD15]
Ragan et al. (2015) [RGT15]
Walker et al. (2013) [WSD∗ 13]
Porteous et al. (2010) [PCC10]
Mathisen et al. (2019) [MHK∗ 19]
Gratzl et al. (2016) [GLG∗ 16]
Choe et al. (2015) [CLs15]
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Program Synthesis

Classification Models

Pattern Analysis
Probabilistic Models /
Prediction

Model

HOW

Sequence

Graph

Grammar

Understanding the User

WHAT

Report Generation

Replication

Adaptive Systems
Evaluation of Systems
and Algorithms
Model Steering and
Active Learning

WHY

K. Xu et al. / Survey on the Analysis of User Interactions and Visualization Provenance

Table 1: The 105 articles we reviewed in terms of WHY, WHAT, and HOW to analyze provenance data. The table is sorted first by WHY and
then by WHAT. It shows single tags as well as more than one tag per category and paper as well as uncategorized ones, when no WHY,
WHAT, or HOW was applicable.
Interactive Visual Analysis

Program Synthesis

Classification Models

Pattern Analysis
Probabilistic Models /
Prediction

Model

HOW

Sequence

Graph

Grammar

Understanding the User

Report Generation

WHAT

Replication

Adaptive Systems
Evaluation of Systems
and Algorithms
Model Steering and
Active Learning

WHY

Willett et al. (2013) [WGS∗ 13]
Bors et al. (2019) [BWD∗ 19]
Wall et al. (2018) [WDC∗ 18]
Liu et al. (2017) [LKD∗ 17]
Cho et al. (2017) [CWK∗ 17]
Blascheck (2019) [BVV∗ 19]
Dou et al. (2009) [DJS∗ 09]
Boukhelifa (2019) [BBT∗ 19]
Guo et al. (2016) [GGZL16]
Feng et al. (2019) [FPH19]
Battle and Heer (2019) [BH19]
Nguyen et al. (2019) [NTA∗ 19]
Wei et al. (2012) [WSSM12]
Blascheck et al. (2016) [BBB∗ 16]
Toker et al. (2017) [TLC17]
Yu and Silva (2020) [YS20]
Mannino and Abouzied (2019) [MA19]
Kodagoda et al. (2013) [KAW∗ 13]
Madanagopal et al. (2019) [MRB19]
Kondo and Collins (2014) [KC14]
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